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1. One-parameter quntiztions (or q-anMogues) of the general linear
group GL(n) are known in two wys. The standard one arises as dual
tIopf algebr to the Drinfeld-Jimbo quantized enveloping algebra U(g(n))
nd is studied by many authors [5] [2] [6] [9] [8] [3]. The second one was
defined by Dipper-Donkin [1]. One cn define the quantum determinant for
both quntizations. It is centrM in the first case, but not in the latter case.

We construct a two-prmeter quantiztion GL,(n) of GL(n) depending
on two units , in the base ring. The above known q-analogues are ob-
tained as special cases by taking (q, q) nd (1, q) as (, ) respectively.
Further, we construct two-parameter quantized enveloping algebra U,
associated with GL,(n). The Drinfeld-Jimbo algebra U(g(n)) is obtMned
s a quotient Hopf algebr of U,.

2. We work over a commutative ring k. Let nd be two units in
k. Let M, be the k-algebra defined by n generators x (1i, ]_n) and
the following relations"
(2. 1) zx---xx
(2. 2) xx,=x,x
(2.3) xx=o-xx,

The Mgebr M, is a (nomcommutative) polynomial algebra in x in
ny ordering. This means if w,...,w (N--n) is n rbitrry arrange-
ment of x (l_i,]_n), then the moaomiMs w[’...wy (e e N) form a ree
k-base for M,. If k is n ingral domMn, there is no non-zero divisor in

The algebr M, hs biMgebra structure such. that

xxx, ex.
The qntum determinant g=]X] is defined by

g=

where a ranges over all permutations of n letrs, and l(a) denos the
number of inversions. It is a group-like element, i.e., we have

g=g@g, eg=l.
It is a non-zero divisor of M, and we have

xg=(a-)t-gxt.
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Hence the powers of g satisfy the left and right Ore condition. The locali-
zation

A,--M,[g-1]
is Hopf algebra containing M, as a subbialgebra. The antipode S is
defined by

where ]X denotes the quantum determinant of the (n-l) (n-l) minor
obtained by removing the ]-th row and the i-th column. We have

S(x
Let GL,(n) be the quantum group over k represented by the Hopf

algebra A,. The standard (resp. the Dipper-Donkin) quantum GL(n) is
obtMned as a speciM case if we tke (a, )=(q, q) (resp. (1, q)).. From now on, assume --1 is unit, too. Let U, be the k-algebr
defined by generars a, a;, b, b; (lin), e, f (l]n) and the
ollowing relations"
(3.1) a, b (lin) commute with one another and

aar=a;a bb; blb 1.
(3.2) ae=a’-,+o , be=-’,+eb,

(3. 3) [e,f]= 8 (ab;:_a+b).

(3.4) [e, e]=[y,f]=0 if I]-kl>l.
(3.5) [[e,

[[f,f+],f]=[[f+,f],f+,]=O (1]n--2).
In (3.5), we mean

[x, y]=xy--ayx, [x, y]=xy--flyx.
The algebra U, has a bialgebra structure such that

Ae j+l

and a, b (lNiNn) are group-like. It is a Hopf algebra.
There is a canonil triangular decomposition

U, UNU,@U+

similarly as the Drinfeld-Jimbo algebra. The parts admit free k-bases
similar to the one described in [10] if a+l is invertible in addition.
Lusztig’s representation theory in [4] can be generalized to U,.

If a=b=q, then abr (1in) are central group-like element. The
quotient Hopf algebra of Uq,q by the Hopf ideal (atbl--1, l<i<n) is iden-
tiffed with the Drinfeld-Jimbo Hopf algebra Uq(g(n)).

Similarly, if a=l and =q, then a (1Nin) are central group-like,
and one can construct the quotient Hopf algebra of Ua,q by the Hopf ideal
(a--1, l<i<n). This quotient Hopf algebra is associated with the Dipper-
Donkin quantum GL(n) (see 4).

There is also a two-parameter analogue of Uq(;(n)). Let U’, be the
bsubalgebra of U, generated by e, f, a +, a]Xb+t, a+ a+b (l]<n).
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It is a Itopf subalgebra stable under the adjoint action
Ad(h)-- h(-)S(h(), h e U,.

Hence one cn construct the quotient Hopf algebr U,/U’,. It is isomorphic
to the group (Hopf) algebr of Z. If a==q, the image of U, in U((n))
is precisely U((n)). If a= 1 nd q, U, mps surjectively to the quotient
Hopf Mgebra by the ideal (a 1, 1 i n).

4. The Hopf algebra U, is associated with the quantum group

GL,(n) in the following sense. There is Hopf pairing (see [9])
(--, )" U, A,

such that we have

If k is a field, this pMring induces Hopf algebra maps
U,A2,, A,U,

djoint with ech other. Here ( )o denotes the dual Hopf Mgebra in the
sense of Sweedler [7].

In the special cses (a, fl)=(q, q) or (1, q), one cn replace U, or U,,
by the previously mentioned quotient Hop algebras.
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